Hi, folks! This is Pierre Dubois… and I have some interesting pictures for you all…

Fred's car is parked before the hotel, so... Fred had to see JP. Was JP framed by Fred, who had
just beaten his wife to death? Had Fred stolen JP's ring? Or did he instruct someone to steal
the ring?

I wasn't on the scene of the crime. That day I had a shoot with Delphine, and there was a
friend of mine - one of my staff, you might say - taking pics here. Fortunately, this gives
Delphine and me a perfect alibi.

JP is leaving the garage, where he just has found his dead mistress in a car with a running
engine. He wears no ring. This pic confirms his story that the ring was stolen.

Delphine was the model of a little artistic nude series of mine. Sorry, but I can't show you the
really hot stuff here! (But at the time of the murder, we were making art pics!)

The little sister of top model Catherine Vincenti can't be the murderer. And because I was
with her, I can't be him either!

She had to pay me back 10,000 euro, but I was feeling pretty comfortable about this loan,
among friends. Okay, maybe she might need a little help to get her paying. Coke isn't free, is
it?

That could help her remember she had to pay me back, and I could make good money from it
too, if I went with the pics to good old Wanky Fred, or to JP... or even to big sis Delphine.

JP only went to bed with her to get into the bed of Catherine, and while the little bastard was
fucking Catherine in all sorts of "exciting places", he still slept every night with Delphine!

The cops suspected me too. But why should I kill the chicken with the golden eggs? Sooner or
later she would pay her debts to me, with a big interest on top of it... Or else I would show her
husband some really hard core porno stuff.

She loved playing all sorts of love games, with bondage and having orgasms while she was
choking, you name it... And I have all the pics. Life can be truly wonderful!

